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ARTIST STATEMENT 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

ARTIST BIO 
  

 

Carina Tenaglia is a self-taught abstract artist 
based in Washington, D.C. Her work is inspired 
by both natural and artificial elements, neutral 
palettes and metallic accents, and themes of 
social justice.  
 
Carina aims to capture depth and light in each 
piece, as well as unique textural elements. Most 
of Carina’s canvas pieces contain an average of 
10-20 layers, the result of combining various 
techniques and patterns throughout her 
process.  

Carina grew up with her family in South 
Florida. Always active in sports and 
extracurricular activities, Carina always enjoyed 
bringing her design ideas to life.  
 
After moving to Washington, D.C. for law 
school, Carina decided to resume painting first 
and foremost as a stress reliever and fun activity. 
Realizing she couldn’t keep all of her inventory 
in her studio apartment, she began toying with 
the idea of beginning a business. While working 
at a large international firm during law school, 
she took the plunge and formally launched her 
business in June 2018. Since then, she’s 
participated in various art shows, a juried 
exhibition, pop-ups at shops like West Elm, and 
sells artwork both directly and on consignment 
at several retail shops in the DMV area. 
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DETAILS 
 

Carina’s artistic process is constantly evolving. She derives inspiration for collections – some which 
are brought to life rapidly, and others, like her Humanity Collection, which take months of planning 
and intention to create. Each original piece has its own unique elements, textures, and story. 
Although Carina utilizes similar color schemes or techniques in given pieces, no two original works 
are the same.  
 
Throughout the year, Carina typically has on average about three to five collection launches, 
ordinarily before and after the months of October through December. Based on her availability, she 
also accepts custom commission requests for one-of-a-kind original pieces. All available works and 
inventory quantities are actively maintained on her online website, Carinatenaglia.com.  
 
Carina has also commissioned high-resolution images of several of her most popular pieces, which 
can be turned into high-quality archival prints on paper or canvas, upon request. For questions about 
other custom prints, please inquire about availability and rates. 
 

For all inquiries, please email carinatenaglia@gmail.com. 
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THE ARTWORK 
 
This catalog reflects works created by Carina Tenaglia. Please note that some of these items may have 
since sold, some may be on rotation in an exhibition, and others may be available as print 
reproductions. This catalog is intended to represent the variety of styles and aesthetics reflective of 
Carina’s work. Although neutral cool colors and metallics are primarily used in Carina’s practice, 
please feel free to reach out with questions or requests for differently colored pieces. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEDIA 
 

Acrylic paint (primary) 
 

Modeling paste (mixing medium) 
 

3D/Mixed Media pieces may contain wood 
cut-outs, mesh, gold leaf, and/or other 

added materials. 

LOCATION & 
SHIPPING 

 
Based in the Washington, D.C. metro area 

 
Originals and prints on paper ship free 

within the contiguous United States 
 

Please inquire for shipping quotes for 
originals and prints on canvas  
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METALLIC PAINTINGS 
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COOL & BLUE TONED PAINTINGS 
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NEUTRAL & PINK TONED PAINTINGS 
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MONOCHROMATIC PAINTINGS 
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OCEAN-INSPIRED PAINTINGS 
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HOME & OFFICE INTERIORS 
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MURALS 
 
 

 
 
 

Above: Mural in Carina’s art studio, painted in fall 2021. 
 

Inquire for mural pricing and travel.  
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LET’S CHAT! 
 

I offer complementary virtual consultations for all prospective clients, no obligations or expectations, 
period. My goal is for all of my prospective and actual clients to have a seamless experience. If you 
have questions, I’m happy to answer them. Please reach out to me via e-mail at 
carinatenaglia@gmail.com or submit a commission request form on my website to get started. 
 

I look forward to the opportunity to work with you. Thank you for your interest! 
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